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About This Game

  The lines between good and bad have been blurred and crime and terror run rampant in the streets. The alleys, rooftops and
sewers are crawling with criminals and brutal gangs. And now, Underboss — in a daring escape — has broken out of prison and
is ruling with vicious darkness. The city is in need of saviors and only masked hero vigilantes answer the call... you answer the

call.

Key Features

Play as two unique Watchmen characters, each with their ownabilities:
Rorschach, a feral, street-wise fighter who can disarm enemies to use their own weapons against them
Nite Owl, a refined fighter who uses martial arts expertise and high-tech wizardry
Fight and watch the blood fly through six chapters of gut-wrenching in your face action.
Intense, visceral — battles fight up to 20 enemies at the same time with bloody, street-fighting moves.
Clean up the streets with friends in split screen co-op multiplayer competition or solo
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Completed this game.
The cutscenes were NOT good [which I was looking forward to based on reviews]
the voice acting was OKAY,
the combat was BAD.

Maybe worth five bucks if you really like Watchmen.

Edit: 80% of my play time was being lost in same looking hallways in similar levels with identical enemies.. Decent beat'em up.
Nothing good or bad going on here. I had fun playing through the game as someone who did not care for the watchmen
universe, also gave the movie a watch afterwards some years later due to this game.. Good short game, it offers a linear co-op
beat em up based around combo moves.
I found the game easy in differculty but strangely addictive until completion.

The graphics are good for the size of game, offering that gritty Watchmen feel.. Being a fan of the comic book i was going to
have a soft spot for this one. However, be warned, it does quickly become a bit repetitive. It's good if you just fancy a bit of
mindless violence.. Game is interesting at first, but combat becomes endlessly repetative and the story even more so..
Surprisingly fun.
I came into this game expecting a broken mess of an adaptation and found myself enjoying it way more than I should've. It stays
true to the original Watchmen, especially with the cutscenes being moving comics. The combat is repetitive, but satisfying. At
some point it just devolves into ffinding the perfect time to rage and demolish everyone. This game could've had a much better
reputation if it had included gadgets and weapons, made the combat a little more diverse and (this is a stretch) maybe added a
few stealth elements to the game, taking notes from the Arkham series.
7/10. It always rains in this city.
Today more than ever.
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It's full of filth and corruption.
It's time to teach those scumbags a lesson.
I put on my mask and take my gamepad.
Today this city is gonna soak with blood.

What can I say about this game...it's just a 3d beat'em up, there is nothing except brawls, u just run from one fight to another
punching everything u stumble upon in the face. There is also a lockpicking minigame but it looks so out of place and would
rather suit some stealth action. So on the pros side it's a bet'em up that can be played with your fellow bro in local co-op and on
the cons side the game is very repetetive and has nothing to offer except simple fighting systems. I'm not even sure the
DC/Watchmen fans would like it.. The story for this game is okay, I guess.
But separating it into two parts is a joke.
Especially when the gameplay is so short.
I enjoyed both of those games very much.
But it should have been just a single game.
And playing in local coop is really enjoyable.. By no means a masterpiece, but a very entertaining way to spend an evening.

The combat is basic brawler with some nice finishing moves (though they do get a bit repetitive). Story fits in pretty well with
the Watchmen universe, as does the look and cutscenes. Bought the game on sale and finished it in an evening, another to 100%
percent the collectibles.

Enjoyed it enough to buy the sequel...
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Its a alright game, very repedative even for a beat'um up game. In only 3 hours im already half way done. The Campaign is
super short and no multiplayer. You can play as either rorschach or night owl but its still the same thing except as night owl you
might grapple up top to get to the switch(switches are very over used) or as rorschach night owl lifts up the door you slide under
then pull yet another switch. The combat is pretty nice lots of bugs, im guessing its a bad PC port or coded bad. In the end I
would not recomed this game unless its on sale.. Great gameplay and graphics for the price. Watchmen: The End is Nigh is the
game based on the graphic novel and the movie of the same name but will you want to play it ?

Watchmen The End is Nigh is a prequel to the movie where you get to play as either two characters, Nite Owl or Rorschach.
The story is simple. A prison break happens and a villain by the name of Underboss escapes and it's up to you to catch him and
bring him to justice.

Gameplay is very simple beat em up style, you go through levels and beat up thugs. There is a mini game where you pick locks
but it's really bad. Each character has his own special ability as well. Nite Owl has a taser suit which when charged up can inflict
more damage on enemies if they touch you. Rorschach has a rage meter, when it gets full you do twice the damage and counter
every attack without a press of a button. The fighting mechanics in this game are abysmal. The game get's boring very fast and
nothing really changes pace cause every level is the same.

The game looks mediocre at best, the textures are low resolution, the character models are awful, not to mention they are reused
almost every level. The comic style cut scenes are very well done and probably the only good thing about this game.

Audio in this game is horrible. The soundtrack is bad. There were many times when the audio would cut out and only come
back minutes later. Overall the audio design isn't impressive at all.

The game is overall pretty easy until the final boss battle where there is a massive difficulty spike, where the final boss can kill
you in just a few hits and then it's back at the start. But after a few tries you get down what you're supposed to do and it's
smooth sailing.

Level design is straight forward. The level is a straight road and you follow it till the end. When you play as different characters
you can access the different parts of the map cause sometimes you need to split up.

The game is very short, it took me 3,5 hours to finish it. The game has a bit of replayability if you want to play it again after the
first time. You can play as different characters and try to collect the collectibles which upgrade your health and special ability.

The game doesn't have many glitches or stuff like that. The only problem is the very stupid AI partner the game gives you.
Sometimes you need the partner to open certain doors and it takes forever for him to actually get to you cause sometimes he
doesn't follow you into battle.

Overall Watchmen: The End is Nigh is a bad adaptation of the movie and the novel. The game get's boring really fast. Get the
game only if you're only a massive and I mean a massive fan of Watchmen or get this game on sale cause it's not worth it at full
price. I give Watchmen: The End is Nigh a 3/10

For more reviews follow Snort's Review curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. So this
game is bad. It's short, the gameplay is repetitive, the vo is poor, and it's really buggy. The game glitched out so hard I had to
replay chapters I think four times throughout my playthrough cause my npc wouldn't trigger an event. Everything looks so dark
and identical that it's really hard to tell where you just were and where you need to go pretty often.
The boss fight at the end is one of the most typical end game boss battles I've ever seen complete with chasing the boss after
dealing some portion of damage, being distracted by random lackeys, the boss jumping up on unreachable platform, and an
endless stream of henchmen to make sure you can throw them at him to knock him off said platform.

I would recommend this game for one thing: if you (like me) desperately want to be rorschach running around beating the ever
loving crap out of hoardes of bad guys, then get this game.
There is TONS of combat in this game. It's basically one of the only things you actually do in this game. It's essentially two
hours of beating up henchmen with an occasional cutscene to explain why you're beating up who you're beating up.
The combat is pretty well done. It has its issues, but it is nothing if not fun.
. What a cool♥♥♥♥♥game! Simple brawler that allows you to mash buttons and succeed in progressing through the game but
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also offers a nice combination system for timing your hits. Theres a lot of variations in the moves you pull off depending on
which weapons you are carrying (if any) and theres also some really cool finishing moves. The finishing moves are just flare
that you watch after finishing off a fight but its super cool.

Its aged nicely, the graphics are beautiful. =) Very fun cool game.. had fun. short, nice story, great combat.. Watchmen (2009)
In an alternate 1985 where former superheroes exist, the murder of a colleague sends active vigilante Rorschach into his own
sprawling investigation, uncovering something that could completely change the course of history as we know it.

守護者（英語：Watchmen）是一部2009年超級英雄電影，由查克·史奈德執導，改編自1986年至1987年出版的限期系列（limited
series）漫畫書《守護者》，作者為艾倫·摩爾（Alan Moore）與戴夫·吉伯斯（Dave Gibbons）。

故事設定在架空的1985年，處於美國與蘇聯之間的冷戰時期。電影2007年九月在溫哥華進行拍攝，排定2009年3月6日全球於一般影院與IMAX戲院同步上映。如同導演前作《300
壯士：斯巴達的逆襲》，本片同樣仿製原著漫畫的分鏡構圖，但並不全部場景皆用去背（chroma key）合成背景方式呈現。. A buggy mess of a game but I completed
it so it wasn't completely awful but some of the bugs got extremely furstrating. The game succeeded in its purpose, all I want to
do now is watch the film.. I really like Watchmen. But this game is just too boring to play. The story seems good. But the
gameplay in between the story elements is just so mind numbing, that it doesn't matter. I had to quit after 1.6 hours, it was that
bad.

3/10
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